
Discover some of the best wines 
Spain has on offer with this activity 
right in the city centre! This fun 
wine tasting is conducted by 
industry professionals whose 
enthusiasm for local wines is sure 
to rub off. Your tasting is 
accompanied by an assortment of 
cold cuts, cheeses, and delicious 
traditional breads to sample with 
local olive oils.

VALENCIA WINE TASTING WINEBUS 
Visit this land with more than 2.700 
years of history in wine culture, 
surrounded by places of great 
environmental and landscape 
value and enjoy a cuisine based on 
traditional recipes that perfectly 
pair with local wines. In this day trip 
you will taste wonderful Valencian 
wines and traditional food from the 
inland.



WINEBUS

However Valencia has also hosted 
renowned architects like Norman Foster, 
David Chipperfield and Santiago Calatrava. 
This tour will allow you to discover the 
details of these buildings with the 
indications of an experienced guide who 
knows how to show architectural details that 
might be otherwise invisible to the 
untrained human eye. After the tour you will 
taste a delicious pairing of Valencian wines 
& bites.

ARQUITECTURE AND WINE BIKE AND TAPAS
Valencia is known as the Flower City 
because of its vast number of parks 
and landscaped areas. Your guide will 
point out the most important 
monuments on the way to the Bike 
Center. Following a briefing on safety 
and the route you will be taking. 
Depart on your bike and follow your 
guide as you slowly make your way to 
the old quarter, where you will have a 
selection of small bites and drinks.

Spain is well-known for its gastronomy 
and Valencia is a gem in all its 
gastronomic glory, offering delicious 
cured ham from Extremadura, strong 
and appetizing Manchego cheese, 
tempting olive oil from the region, 
fresh seafood of the Mediterranean, all 
combined into exquisite bites.

The paella is a rice dish from Valencia, one of 
the most appreciated in Spanish cuisine. In 
this activity you will have fun and a learning 
experience in the kitchen as well! The 
workshop starts in the market, buying the 
ingredients in various market stalls and 
evaluating products and their quality for a 
perfect recipe. Once the preparation is done 
the workshop begins where all the 
participants will put their aprons on, roll up 
their sleeves and participate. Afterwards 
comes the best part: enjoying the delicious 
dish lovingly made as a team effort and all 
washed down with a good wine!

PAELLA LESSON / CLASS GOURMET TAPAS TOUR

selection of small bites and drinks.

SPECIALIZED IN GASTRONOMY AND WINE 
TOURISM FOR GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS
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